Lung cancer cells covertly thrive in brain under guise of protection, Stanford Medicine study finds

Small cell lung cancers often metastasize to the brain. A Stanford Medicine study shows they thrive there by emulating developing neurons and recruiting surrounding cells for protection. Learn more >

Ketamine’s effect on depression may hinge on hope

In an unusual trial, Stanford Medicine researchers found that a patient’s belief that they had received ketamine, even if they didn’t, could improve their depression. Learn more >
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Virtual reality helps people with hoarding disorder practice decluttering

A first-of-its-kind study by Stanford Medicine researchers lets patients practice letting go of treasured objects in simulations of their own homes. Learn more >

Dean Minor reflects on future of AI in Wall Street Journal

Speaking to only three other medical journals on this topic, Dean Minor shares his perspective on how AI will transform the medicines you take, the care you get, and the training of doctors. Learn more (full article requires subscription) >

Leadership in the News

Two Stanford Medicine professors join the National Academy of Medicine

Bonnie Maldonado and Kristy Red-Horse join the distinguished society of physicians. Learn more >

Stanford Medicine first to receive top AMA honor three times for addressing physician wellness

Stanford Medicine was recognized by the American Medical Association for its commitment to improving physician professional fulfillment. Learn more >

Why Giving Matters

A surprise and welcome gift to Stanford Endocrinology

Harleigh Knott was a woman of great spirit and a fervent supporter of Stanford throughout her life—not only as an undergraduate, an alumna and employee, but also as a philanthropist. Learn more >